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TI'JTRODUCTION 
Previous investigations undertaken at the Nissouri School of 
1"1'..ines and Hetallurgy on the deposition of titanitun involved the 
use of fused salt baths, aqueous solutions, and cementation proc-
esses. The fused salt baths produced satisfactory coatings on 
small metal parts. Some difficulty was encountered however, when 
the coating of large articles was attempted. 
For this reason, it -was decided to investigate the possibil-
ity of titanium deposition by the reaction of a volatile titani'lml. 
compound -with a metal surface. Two different compounds were pro-
posed for investigation, (1) a lower chloride of titanium and (2) 
an iodide of titanium. The reaction with the iodide was studied 
to the greater extent and is the principle subject of this thesis. 
The reaction is believed to occur by the formation of titanium 
iodide from iodine and titanium which then reacts with the metal 
surface to form a deposit of titanium arrl a volatile iodide of the 
metal. The investigation of the reaction consisted of examining 
the variables of temperature of reaction, time at temperature, 
amount of iodine and numerous methods of packing or suspending 
the specimens and reactants. 
2 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
In 1949, Campbell, Powell, Nowicld and Gonserl reported vapor 
deposition processes for many metals and compounds as refractory 
1 I. E. Campbell, C. Fe Powell, D. H. Nowicki and B. W. Gonser, 
The Vapor-Phase Deposition of Refractory }fa.terials, Trans • .Q! 
~ Electro-~. Society, Vol. 96, 1949, p.325. 
coatings. They stated that titanium could be deposited by two 
different reactions: (1) the reduction of titanium tetrabromide 
by hydrogen at 900-1400°C. and (2) by the decomposition of titan-
ium tetraiodide at 1200-1400°C. Except for this report, no other 
reference was found which dealt strictly with a gaseous reaction 
for titanium deposition. A number of references were found though, 
on the deposition of chromium by gaseous processes and tl'e puri-
fication and production of titanium by the iodide process; both 
of which have bearing on the problem. 
A. CHROMIZING PROCESSES 
In 1927, Marshall2 introduced the use of a carrier compound 
2 Leslie H. Marshall, Formation of Chromium Alloy Coatings, U.S. 
Patent 1$53369. April 12, 1932. 
to bring the chromium in contact vdth the metal surface. He packed 
low-carbon steel articles in a mixture of ferrochrome, chrome-ore 
and a chloride. The chloride decanposed at the reaction temperature 
of 1050°C. to produce chlorine which acted as the carrier gas. A 
twenty hour treatment by this process produced a chromized layer of 
3 
approximately 0.0005 inches in thickness. Although the articles 
were in contact ·with the chromium, the reaction was believed to be 
gaseous in nature. 
Howe,3 in 1930, patented a method which was based entirely upon 
3 Goodwin H. Howe, Process for Coating Metals, U.S. Patent 1902503. 
¥".larch 21, 1933. 
a gaseous reaction of chromium chloride on the metal surface. The 
steel parts ·were placed inside a porous refractory tube around which 
was packed a mixture of chromium powder, refractory material and a 
carrier compound such as ammonium. chloride. When the mixture was 
heated to 1100°0., the ammonium chloride dissociated to produce 
hydrogen chloride which reacted with the chromium to form chromous 
chloride. The resulting mixture of gases, hydrogen chloride, chrom-
ous chloride and hydrogen penetrated the porous tube and reacted 
with the steel parts. 
Hertel and Becker4 proposed a process using chromium chloride 
4 E. Hertel and G. Becker, British Patent 440641, cited by R. L. 
Samuel and N. A. Lockington, The Protection of Hetal Surfaces 
by ChromiUJ:t Diffusion: Part 1. - Survey of the Chromizing Pro-
cess, Metal Treat.-rnent and Drop Forging, Vol. lS, 1951, p. 357. 
in direct reaction with the steel parts. The reaction ~ras carried 
out at 920°C. and was said to work either with the parts packed in 
solid chromium chloride or with vapors of chromium chloride passing 
around the parts. 
Becker and Steinberg5 proposed a variation of the above process 
4 
5 G. Becker ond F. Steinberg, British Patent 492521, cited by ibid. 
in which hydrogen was bubbled through fu.ining hydrochloric acid and 
became saturated with hydro{ien chloride. This gas was then dried 
and passed through a tube first over ferrochromium and then over 
the steel saniple. After a period of six hours at 980°C., a chrom-
iurn-rich layer of approximately 0.004 inches was produced on low 
carbon steel or iron. 
Shortly before Horld lJar II, Becker, Deaves and Steinberg6 
6 G. Becker, K. Deaves and F. Steinberg, British Patent 516260, 
cited by ibid., Part 'rJ - Modern Chromizing Methods, p. 495. 
developed a process which became known as the B.D.S. process.? 
7 B.I.o.s. Final Report 839, Item 21, cited by~· 
By this method, a ''chromizing mass 1 ' composed of ferrochromium lumps 
and broken-up pieces of slightly porous ceramic material was acti-
vated with chromous chloride by passing hydroGen chloride through 
it at 1050°C. The activated mass then was packed around the parts 
to be treated in a retort which was flushed with hydrogen ar:rl heated 
to 1050°C. Under nonnal conditions, the 1 'chramizing ·mass' 1 was 
used four times before being reactiviated. One of the critical 
factors of the process was that the lumps of ferrochromium and cer-
atnic material be of nearly the same size. 
At about the same time, Samuels of Diffusion Alloys Ltd. patented 
5 
8 Robert Lionel SailD.lel, Process of Coating Ferrous Metal and Heat 
Pack Hixture Therefor, U.S. Patent 2535774. January 2, 1951 
a process designated as the D.A.L. Process, The essential fac-
tors of this methcrl are the use of a 1 'liquid-valve'' seal on the 
reaction chamber and iodine and iodide compounds as the gaseous 
carrier. The fusible substance, which was used to seal the reac-
tion chamber, allowed the air and excess carrier gas to filter 
from the chamber at lower temperatures and became impervious 
enough at higher temperatures to prevent entrance of the furnace 
atmosphere. Upon cooling the seal solidified into a solid vitri-
f.ied substance which was sufficiently strong to resist the pres-
sure created by the rapidlJr contracting gases inside the chamber. 
The reacting mass used in this method was composed of ferrochrom-
ium po'Wder, unvitrified kaolin and ammonium iodide and was packed 
around the parts to be treated. The temperature and time of treat-
ment varied w.ith the material being coated from SOO to ll00°C. for 
four to eight hours. Coating thicknesses of between 0.0015 and 
0.002 inches were obtained. 
The Frenchman, Galmiche,9 developed a process which used a.rrunon-
9 Phillippe Galndche, Bright Chromizing - The Onera Process, 
Metal Finishing, Vol. 49, No. 1, 1951, P• 62-63 
ium fluoride as the carrier gas and kept the samples separated 
from the reactants. The reactants were chromium povder, kaolin 
or alumina and ammonium fluoride. The reaction was carried out 
in a vertical retort to which hy"drogen was introduced during the 
6 
reaction. Reaction temperatures of 1050 to 1100°C. for b:o to six 
hours were said to result in diffusion to a depth of 0.004 inches. 
Bennek, Koch and TofautelO describe a process used by the firm 
10 T. Bennek, W. Koch and W. Tofaute, Stahl und Eisen, 1944, 64, 
p. 265 cited by Samuel and Lockington, ,2I!_:-Cit., p. 502. 
of F. Krupp for gas chromizing at reduced pressure. Chromous 
chloride was placed in metallic boats on the floor of a horizon-
tal retort with the articles to be coating in perforated trays 
above the boats. The conditions of the reaction were a pressure 
of 20 nun. of mercury and a temperature of 1100°C. for five hours. 
B • THE IODIDE PROCESS 
In 1925, Van Arkel and deBoerll made the first successful 
11 A. E. Van Arkel and J. H. deBoer, Preparation of Pure Ti, 
Zr, Hf and Th., ~· anorg. ~. ~., Vol. 14S, 1925, p. 347-8 
preparation of ductile titanium metal using the ''iodide process''· 
Crude titanium was reacted with iodine in an evacuated vessel to 
form volatile iodides. The iodides in turn decomposed on a heated 
filament of tungsten or titanium, depositing titanium and releasing 
the iodine for further reaction. 
In later work at Battelle Memorial Institute,12 the same process 
J2 I. E. Campbell, R. I. Jaffee, J. M. Blocher, Jr., Joseph 
Gurland and B. W. Gonser, The Preparation and Properties of 
Pure Titanium, Trans • .2.f.. ~ Electro-chemical Society, Vol.93, 
1948, P• 275-276. 
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was used to prepare pure titaniUJn for tcstin;; purposes. In this 
1;ork, the evacuated bulb vms held 2.t l75°C. or 525°C. overnicht 
for the initial reaction of the iodine arrl crude titanium. The 
deposition was stc;i.rted b:-y- heating the filarii.cnt to 1300-1400°C. 
Both of these groups of \oJOrkers indicated that very little or no 
deposition resulted for bulb temperatures between 250 and 450°C. 
because of the low volatility of the titanium diiodide at these 
temperatures. 
A. APPARATUS AND EQUIP.MENT 
1. Vacuwn Retort 
The requirements of the problem necessitated the use of a 
vacumn retort capable of reaching temperatures of 1000°C. and 
higher and pressures of 100 microns of mercury or less. Such a 
retort was available in the laboratory of the Metallurgical 
Engineering Building. The retort was constructed of heat-resist-
ing alloy steel and has inside dimensions of S inches in diameter 
and 60 inches in length. A section of the retort extending for 
24 inches from the closed end was enclosed in a ' 'globar' ' furn-
ace which was supplied with power from a large motor-generator 
set. Four chromel-alumel thermocouples were placed at different 
points on the outside of the retort with their leads running to 
a Hheelco meter on the wall beside the furnace. No automatic con-
trol was available for this .furnace and consequently it was con-
trolled manually by adjusting the power imput to the globars. lm 
18 inch center section of the retort was enclosed in a water jacket 
to keep the open end of the retort cool enough to maintain vacuum 
seals. The open end of the retort was sealed by a flange joint 
connecting it through a valve to a :Kinney mechanical pump. An 
additional small opening in the side of the retort near the open 
end was utilized for attachment of a thermocouple type vacuum gauee 
and a two-way valve for the admission of helium or other atmospheres. 
Two views of the retort and its aux:illiary equipment are sho'Wil in 
Figures 1 and 2. 
Figure 1 
Side View of Retort and Associated Equipment 
Figure 2 





Three t;ypes of containers were used. The first type was a 
porcelain evaporating dish approximately 6 inches in diameter and 
1 1/2 inches deep. The second type of container was a carburizing 
box made of heat-resisting alloy steel. The approximate inside 
dimensions of this box were 1 1/2 x 1 3/4 x 3 3/4 inches. The 
third type was made frcm a short 1 1/2 inch pipe nipple "With a cap 
on each end which formed a cylindrical steel container with inside 
dimensions of l 5/8 inches in diameter and 4 inches in length. Var-
ious dividers were used with this container to separate the reac-
tants from the pieces to be coated. These dividers were discs made 
of porcelain, stainless steel mesh and steel hardware cloth. The 
·carburizing box and pipe nipple container are shown pictorially in 
Figure 3. 
3. Metallographic Equipment 
The following equipnent was used in the preparation of the 
metallor;raphic samples: mounting press, hacksaw, belt sanders, 
emery papers of grades from 1/0 to 4/0, cloth-covered polishing 
laps, bench microscope with calibrated filar micrometer eyepiece 
and a Bosch and Lomb research metallof)Taph. 
4. X-ray Diffraction Apparatus 
Another useful piece of equipment was the Norelco X-rczy- dif-
fraction unit belonging to the Ceramics Department. This unit was 
used in conjunction with the A.S.T.H. Card Index of diffraction 
patterns for the identification of various compounds encountered 




B • lJAT:GHI~~LS .~JD H:J;AG~,JT3 
rl1lrn following materials and reagents were employed during 
the course of the investigation: 
1. Ingot iron samples 
Chemical Analysis 
c 0.012% 
·.Mn· o. 017% 
P 0.005% max. 
S 0. 02 5/b max. 
Si trace 
2. Titanium sponge (powder and lump) 
3. Iodine U.S.P. Grade 
4. Alumina (-65 mesh) 
5. Cleaning s elution 
Composition 
1~676 Sodium carbonate (anhydrous) 
32% Trisodium phosphate 
16% Sodium hydroxide 
6% Rosin 
6. Pickling solution 
Composition 
1 part cone. hydrochloric acid 
1 pa.rt distilled water 
7. 30-,t nitric acid solution 
80 Copper sulfate solution 
9. Bakelite mounting powder 
10. A length of 5/8 inch steel conduit 
ll. l!ital etching solution 
Composition 
107; nitric acid 




1. Sample Preparation 
Two sizes of samples were cut from a 1/16 inch sheet of ingot 
iron. Larger 1 x l' 1 samples were made for corrosion and other 
miscellaneous testing. Smaller 3/4 x 3/4 11 samples were made to 
be mounted for metallographic examination. All samples were de-
burred, wire brushed and cleaned in accordance with the following 
sequence: 
a. de-burring 
b. wire brushing 
c. cleaning solution (200°F.) 
d. hot water rinse (212°F.) 
e. hydrochloric acid pickle 
f. cold water rinse 
g. hot water rinse (212°F.) 
h. dry 
After cleaning, the samples were weighed to an accuracy of 0.0005 
grams. 
2. Packing Nethcxls 
In a number of preliminary runs, the samples were suspended 
on a wire above the reactants in an open evaporating dish. This 
method was abandoned since confinement of the reaction was deemed 
necessary. In the second method the reaction mixture was packed 
around the samples inside of a carburizing box which ,.,ras sealed 
with alundum cement. Since the number of carburizing boxes avail-
able was limited, the pipe nipple container was introduced to per-
mit a larger number of variations to be made at one t:ime. .A number 
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of packing methods i.·rere tried with this container. The method 
finall;r decided on utilized porcelain dividers to separate the 
reactants from the samples as illustrated diagra.nunatically in 
Figure 4 and pictorially in an exploded view in Figure 5. Per-
feet sealinr, of these containers was not attempted except to turn 
the caps do1·m by hand. 
3. Coating Procedure 
After placing the packed containers in the hot zone of the 
retort, the retort was sealed by bolting the flanges of the re-
tort and the pump valve together and closing the two-·way atmos-
phere valve. The pressure inside the retort was lowered to 250-
300 microns of mercury with the mechanical pump. lower pressures 
could not be used without volatilizing the iodine in the charge 
and pumping it out of the system. (The vapor pressure of iodine at 
20° C. is approximately 243. 5 microns .13) To remove as much of the 
13 w. Ramsay and s. Young, Journ. ~· .§.2£., Vol. 49, 1886, 
p. 453, cited by J. W. Mellor, ! Com.prehensive Treatise .2!! 
Inorganic and Theoretical Chemistry, (London: Longmans, Green 
and Co., 1922) Vol. II p. 53. 
air as possible from the retort, it was flushed by filling it with 
helium and pumping it down again to 250-300 microns. After the re-
tort was flushed twice, it was filled with helium to a pressure of 
slightly more than one atmosphere and sealed by closing the two-
way valveo 
The retort was then heated gradually to the reaction tempera-
ture. A period of four to five hours was usually necessary for this 
Steel ifashers 
Geramic Rod 
Iodine d Titanium 
Figure 4 
Cross-Section of Packed Container 
.~ 
Figure 5 
Exploded View of Container and Contents 
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purpose. The temperature of reaction was maintained for a prescrib-
ed length of ti.me after 1mich the power was shut off and the retort 
allowed to cool to a tenperature of l00°C. or less. Cold water was 
circulated through the water jacket during the entire operation to 
prevent excessive heating of the open end of the retort which would 
be detrimental to the vacumn seals. After cooling to the tempera-
ture indicated above, the retort was opened an:l the container remov-
ed. If necessary the container was further cooled under a stream 
of cold water before opening. 
4. Data Evaluation 
After the samples were removed from the container, they were 
washed under a cold ·water tap using a stiff-bristled brush to re-
move any loosely adhering material and dried with paper towels. 
The samples were then weighed to the same accuracy as before treat-
ment. The weight change and percent of weight change was computed 
for each sample. Next, a corrosion test was made on the 1 x l'' 
samples by .immersion first in 30% nitric acid solution and then in 
copper sulfate solution. The results were observed visu~ly and an 
attempt was made to estimate the percent of area attacked. 
Preparation of the 3/4 x 3/4" samples for metallographic exam-
ination was accomplished by mounting them in bakelite with pieces 
of steel conduit (pressed into an elliptical shape) surrounding them 
to act as bearing surfaces to prevent rounding of the edges of the 
samples during grinding and polishing. The mounted sample was then 
sectioned diametrically with a hacksaw by cutting diagonally across 
the cross-section of the sample. This method of mounting and 
20 
sectiom_rL is e:.s recor .... <.:~11i:.i .. e<_-;_ '·''~.·,,r L' :>rson.llt- .-, · d' .co 
. - - - "" u-rin in' O.L the sa.c.ple 
11+ Andre-w Hessler Larson, Deposition of Hetallic Coatinrzs from 
Fused Salt Baths, (unpublished I-faster• s thesis The 1~.Iissouri 
School of Mines and Hetallur[y, Rolla, 1954), ;. 16-19. 
1.'.ras acco~.rplished ·uy utilizin,5 120 and 320 grade belt sanders and 
and emery paper of grades 1/0, 2/0, 3/0, and h/O. The samples were 
then etched in a 10;-& nital solution and the coatint; thiclmesses 
rneo.sured by use of a calibrated filar micrometer eyepiece on a 
bench microscope. In some cases further polishing was done on 
cloth-covered laps usine; 30, 6, and 2 micron dia:rnorL-i compound in 
preparation for photogra.phin~; of the sample ·with the Bosch and 
Lomb metallograph. 
In addition to the rather definite evaluations mentioned 
above, a number of other checks were rnade to determine more accur-
ately the nature and results of the reaction. First amonG these 
i.<Jas the visual observation of the color and surface characteris-
tics of ·the snmples. Checks i;.:ere also made on the composition of 
the residues by X-ray diffraction methods. X-ray diffraction 
methods were also employed to identify various crnapounds which 
had condensed at some time durin? the reaction on the inside of 
the retort. 
The preceedinR paraeraphs describe the general procedure 
used for the investigation. The specific nake-up of each char2e 
and the conditions under which it was reacted are :=·i ven in Tables 
I, II, III, rv and V ·which follow::. 
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Table I 
Con~i t:i.ons 6t the Preli.minary hUI1!3 
Sample No. P-1 P-2 P-3 P-4a P-5 P-6 
No. of samples l l 1 3 .3 3 
Arnt. of I 20 20 20 5 10 10 
in grams 
Amto of Ti 20 20 20 46 45 45 
in grams 
Temperature 925 925 925 1000 1000 1000 
in °c. 
Time in hours 3 3 6 4 4 4 
Type of Ti Lump Powder Powder Lump Lump Powder 
Packing ,b b b c c c 
a Four containers with lovrer chloride of titanium rtm with P-4 
for Dr. C. B. Gill. 
b Sample suspended above reactants in an evaporating dish. 
c Sai.--ri.ples in reactants in carburizing box. 
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Table II 
Conditions· of the Packing Variatio·~sa 
Sample Type of Samples Amt. of I Type of Type of 
No. in grams Ti Container 
lA 1x1" 3/4 x 3/411 10 Lump P.N.b 
lB 2 1 10 Imnp P.N. 
lC 2 l 10 Powder P.N. 
lD 2 1 10 Lump P.N. 
lE 2 l 10 Powder P.N. 
lF 3 2 10 Lump P.N. 
lG 3 2 10 Power P.N. 
lH 2 1 10 lump P.N. 
lI 6 2 10 Imnp P.N. 
lJ 6 2 10 Powder P.N. 
2A 2 1 10 Powder P.N. 
2B 2 1 10 Powder P.N. 
2C 2 l 20 Powder P.N. 
2D 2 l 20 Powder P.N. 
2E 2 1 10 Powder C.B. c 
2F 2 1 10 Powder C.B. 
3A 2 1 20 I.ump P.N. 
3B 2 1 20 Lump P.N. 
a. Constants: 
Amt. of Ti 40 grams 
Temperature 1000°c. 
Time 4 hours 
b. PoN• - pipe nipple container 
c. C.B. - carburizing box 
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Table II (cont.) 
Sample 
No. Packing Description 
lA Separated samples in reactants. 
lB Samples separated from reactants and each other by stain-
less steel mesh baffles. 
lC Separated samples in reactants diluted with 60 grams of 
alumina. 
1D Separated samples suspended above reactants. 
lE Separated samples suspended above reactants. 
1F Unseparated samples in reactants. 
lG Unseparated specimens in reactants diluted with 60 grams 
of alumina. 
lH Samples separated from reactants and each other by pieces 
of llisulating brick. 
lI Separated samples in reactants. 
lJ Separated samples in reactants diluted with 60 grams of 
alumina. 
2A Separated samples in layer of 60 grams of alumina above 
reactants. 
2B Separated samples separated from reactants by stainless 
steel mesh baffles. 
2C Separated samples in layer of 60 grams of alumina above 
reactions. 
2D Separated samples separated from reactants by stainless 
steel mesh b af'fles. 
2E Separated samples laid on top of layer of 60 grams of alum-
ina above reactants. 
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1l1able II (cont.) 
2F Separated sc:u:nples laid on top of stainless steel baffle 
above reactants. 
JA Separated samples separated from reactants by porcelain 
dividers with 4 1/16 inch holes. 
3B Separated samples separated from reactants by porcelain 
dividers. 
Table III 
Condi tior:s- or· :the Iodine Variationsa 
Sample No. 
a Constants: 
Amt. of Ti 
Temperature 
Time 
Type of Ti 
Packing 











Samples separated from reactants by 
porcelain dividers. 
b Used lump Ti which had been used before. 
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Table N 






Amt. of I 
Amt. of Ti 
Temperature 
Type of Ti 
Packing 




















Amt. of I 
Amt. of Ti 
Time 
Type of Ti 
Packing 











Samples separated from reactants by 
porcelain dividers. 
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b Baffles of steel hardware cloth used instead of porcelain dividers. 
c Blank sample - no reactants. 
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1. Pro}.iminary ltum; 
The first three prel:i.rnina.ry runs, ·which ·were r111de usinc 
o:;Jen evaporatinr dishes, produced smooth but discontinuous 
coatincs of titaniur:1. The next three runs, 1· 1.ade in carburizing 
boxes, yielded coatinu:; of better quality as to continuit~r but 
were ::.nferior in sur:ace c-~ppe(.trance. Hough placer_; i:':ere evident 
Hhere the sa1ples )·1Ed been in contact ·wit~1 the titaniw11 of the 
cllar:-:e. One of these runs included four containers packed by 
Dr. Gill in which a lov.rer chloride of titanium 1-.ras used as a 
carr:i..er material. He reported that no coatincs 1·rere o'ot~.ined. 
2. Packing Methods 
The series of runs in this phase of the investit_~ation 
produced varied results. The packing in which the san1ples were 
in contact """rj_ th the reacting ;;laterials yielded very thick continuous 
coatings id th rough, crystalline surf aces. Figure 6 sho-v;s one of 
these: coatinr~s in a photo:wicrocraph taken of a cross-section of 
the sample. 1i'I11en the sci ... mples were prevented from contactint; 
the reacta.nts by cii viders, the ti tani.um formed a thinner but 
sr11oother, surface layer, as illustrated in Figure 7. Some of 
the titanium al3o deposited on the dividers and the 1,,'c:.lls of the 
containers. rrhe specific data for eacl-1 packill[; :._1eti10c!. is presented 
in Table VI. 
2. Iodine Variation 
The results of the va:riD.tion in the c..clount of iodine, fro::i~ 20 
to 70 grar«1s, ind.icr:tted an optimun ar:.ount of ap~)roximatcl~r 30 .=_:rams. 
Fi~,ure 6 
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Thinner Titanium Coatinr. on In ot Iron 

















































Thickness in inches Nature of 
Coating Diffusion La.yerc Surface 
0.002003 0.000764 Rough 
0.000054 0.001050 Smooth 
0.000233 0.000455 Rough 
0.000100 0.000325 Smooth 
0.000150 0.000296 Smooth 
0.001119 0.000817 Rough 
0.000026 0.000641 Rough 
0.000000 0.000000 Corroded 
0.001242 0.000937 Rough 
0.000698 0.000870 Rough 
0.000066 0.000379 Smooth 
0.000176 0.000634 Smooth 





















Tao le VI (Cont.) 
Results of the Pacldn.< Variationsa 
Corrosion Testb Thickness in inches 
l-ITJ03 CuS04 Coatin,z Diffusion Layer c 
No 0 0.000103 0.000555 
No 2 o.ooooe1 0.000520 
No 1 0.000066 0.000485 
No 0 0.000060 0.000465 
No 6 0.00003Li- 0.000280 
No 1 0.000038 0.000301 
No 0 o.oooJ2g 0.000488 










b .lttack by HN03 indicated, yes for attack, no for resistance. Attack by copper sulfate indicated 
by a number indicating the % of area plated with copper. 
c Ditf'usicm l.ay'er - the lqer immediateq bm.eath the coating cc:ntaining -11 elmgated grains. 
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This optL1um Has deter:: 1inec1 b~~ the com.parati ve corrosion 
resistance of the st:::.n.ples, since in all cases they Here coated 
to some extent with a sr.1ooth deposit of titanium. ·rhe pertinent 
information from these runs is tabulated in Table VII. 
3. Time at Temperature Variation 
From -variations i· n t; Y;11e frorr ) to (~· hou .... s a t; m f ' 
...L.ll - .,1 ·- 0 .I. ' u..w .. ~e 0 4 
hours at temperature 1;as found to yield the 1.1ost satisfactory 
deposits. In both the 2 and .'~; hour runs, the coatings were 
severely attacked during the corrosion test. For further 
data, see Table VIII. 
4. Temperature Variation 
The variation in the temperature of the reaction was obtained 
by rra..1'cinr: five different runs at temperatures from 900° to 1100°C. 
The 1000° temperature, which had been used throurhout the investi-
f~ation, proved to be the best. One interesting characteristic of 
the low temperature runs was the presence of a pyrophoric material 
in the residue. 1,1,lhen the containers were opened and the residue 
was eA.rposed to .e.ir, some one of its constituents burned very 
rapidly. This occurrence Fas not observed in an~r of the other 
runs. The results of the temperature varia,tion are sho11n in 
Table IX. 
5. Other Data 
Other data, concerning the nature of ·the reB.ctions, -v,•as 
obtained by X-ray deffraction methods. Titanium monoxide was 
found in the residues of four of the earlier runs Nhich were 
Table VII 



















a ill runs at iooo•c. for 4 hours. 
b Sue as Table VI. 
c Sam as Table VI. 


















Thickness in inches 








d Theae values for coating which cmly covered about 1/2 of the cross-sectim examined. Remainder had no 
coating. 
·rc.ble VIII 





















a ill ri.m8" with 30 grams of iodine and at iooo•c. 
b Same aa Table VI. 
c Same u Table VI. 
Corrosion 'I'est0 
rJ~.'~o c 0 0 






'l1hickness in inches 
8oatinf Diffusion Ls.yer 
0.000031 0.000259 
o. 000026 0.000088 
0.000034 o. c.-00391 
0.000020 0.000030 
o.ocooo5 0.000422 






















a ill runs with .3.S grams of iodine tor 4 hours. 
b Same as 'fable VI. 








d Coatings were not thick enough to measure with the methode employed. 
Thickness in inches 







checked. The 101·:er chloride of titanic:u: vhich Dr. Gill used ,,.-D.s 
found in deposits condensed on the inside 1·,·o.lls of ti1e l~etort 
after that run. Other deposits fror:t the walls of the retort 
revealed the pre::.ence of titanium tetraiodide. Other iodides 
of titanium were believed to be present also, but since their 
X-ray diffraction characteristics are not YJ1own they could not 
be identified. 
The effect of the coating rea.ction upon the microstructure 
of the ingot iron was also noted. A large amount of §~rain rrowth 
resulted in all the treated san1ples. Samples which had very 
thin coatings or no coatings ha.d large, equiaxed grains, ·while the 
sa1::ples ~\i th thicker coatings had large columnar grains. This 
phenomena can be readily observed by comparing Figure 8, 9, and 
10. 
FioUre 8 







Uncoated lnL ot Iron ,Jter 4 hours at 1000°C . 






lnfl'ot Iron Coated ·dth Titanium by Reaction 
at 1000° C for 4 hours . 
:!agnification 25X 
Etc!,ant 10% !!ital 
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DI0CUSSION 
A. 'fHwrt .. 8TIGii.L LiJ .. CKGHOlmD 
The deposi t:ton of titanitun by gaseous reaction prob.::~:ly 
occurs by the followin,s reactions: 
1. Formation of an iodide of titanium. 
2. Replacement of iron by titanium. 
TiI2 + Fe = FeI2 + Ti 
3. Dissociation of titanium diiodide. 
The formation of the iodide of titanium. is a more conplex 
l+l 
reaction than indicated above. :Jithout a doubt, the tetraiodide 
and triiodide are also formed. At the temperature employed in 
the investiEation and in the presence of excess titanium, these 
lower iodides are almost entirely converted to the diiodide. At 
a temperature as low as 250°C., the formation of the diiodide 
proceeds rapidly by the reaction of titanimn and titanium tetraiodid~l5 
15 J. H. deBoer and J.D. Fast, Production of Pure Hetals of 
Ti Group by Thermal Decomposition of Their Iodides, ~· anorg. 
allg. Chem., Vol. 241, 1939, P• 52 
Titanium triiodide is assumed to react in a similar manner at sorae 
higher temperature between 250 and 1000°C which i·:ould essentially 
result in the direct formation of the diiodide as inciicc.;ted a~)ove. 
The replacement of the iron by the titanium is dependent 
upon three factors, the rela.tive stabilities of the iron and 
titanium iodides, the c_iffusion of the titanium into the iron 
sarn~Jle and the diffusion of the iron from the core to the surf ace 
of the sai111ile and through the titanium deposit. Although no data 
are 2,Vailable on the free enerr:ies of the COL'tponents of this 
ru~:.ction for the te:-:1peratures used, data for 101;er temperatures 
in~licate tl1c:-tt the tite;niu-,;_ diiodide is by far the more stable · 
of the two co1xoounds. Consequently the reaction is expected to 
proceed only to a limit0d extent. However, if by some means the 
ferrous iodide is removed frorn the vicinity of the iron sCL1ple, 
it °\'.d.11 react with the excess titaniwn, depositing iron on the 
ti taniurn and producing r.10re titanium diiodide which 1'..ill sufficiently 
unbalance the equilibritim for further deposition. 
The diffusion of the iron through the coating and the titanium 
into the iron is probably accomplished by one or both of two 
mechanisms. The first of these takes place by the movement 
of the atoms through irregularities or disorders in the crystal 
lattice. In the final stage of the reaction this mechanism 
probably accounts for most of the diffusion of both the iron Cl11d 
the titanium. The second :mechanism which consists of atomic 
movement alone the :~rain boundaries is probc•.bly of :iJnportance 
i~ • th 1 t f' · l ;-rocess 't)efore ·tr•e· ;~~ ........ a.'.!i. size of on..i.Y in e ear y s E~._ cs o... T:. 1e .Y - -· . ,J. 
tLe iron h0os become so larr::e as to cut d01m the anount of rr2Jn 
boundaries. 
The direct dissociation of the titanium diiodide is the 
other possible deposition reaction. Althoud1 in the iodide <--
TY:'ocess for purification o:" ti ts,nium the temperc.tures for this 
reaction ·Here stated to be 1300 to 1400°C, 16 it is very likely 
16 VanArkel and deBoer, 212.!. .£lli_, p. 348. 
that the re.:.-:.ction could be made to proceed at 101·rer temperatures 
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if tile iodine and titanium produced were removed from the reaction 
zone. Removal of the titanium ·would depend on its diffusion into 
the san11)le, while the iodine, if an. excess of iodine vra.s not 
present, would be tied up as HDfC titanium diiodide by the 
ti tani lun sponge. . 
B. H!T«::~HPlli~TATION OF Dia A 
As indicated in Table VI, the packing variation runs produced 
a ~dde variety of results. The extremely t~ck deposits found 
on soTn.e of the samples probably result.E)d in part from a cementation 
-·. !: . -
.. ..: .. 
action, as in all of these cases the sample ·was in direct contact 
with the ti~anium sponge. The rough surfaces of these samples 
was caused by that contact with the titanium. The poor quality of 
the deposits from the containers w'ith the stainless steel mesh baffles 
was due to the large amount of titanium deposited on the mesh which 
> ;·; · . 
tended to close the openings of the mesh and thus prevent passage 
of the reacting vapors to the sample as wel~<:a:s::; u8ing1 ·up~: the·'.reactar: ts. 
i : . < . 
Proof of this is seen in .. Figure·11 whi:c;h :·~ · a. ~ross~eotion 
. . - ·' . ~ .. -·~ · ... __ ·. < ..... -- ·~,_;·~\....: ,,. ·~'".;· '. ·: ·:- _·.·~ 
of the coated mesh. The reaction,:·1n the :C~ei"a' · w.ttfi -aie' 
porcelain dividers, although definitely t:aseous in nature, required 
more reactants since the gases had to build up sufficient pressure 
to go through the porcelain dividers, which were porous· to some 
extent, or around the edges of them. The weight losses recorded 
for some · of the samples ·which had satisfactory corrosion resistance 
definitely indic~tes that the replacement reaction in which the 
titanium replaces the iron of the sarrrple must be the primary 
mode of disposition. 
The proper amount of iodine, which was established as 30 
grams for the size and type of container used, is governed 
b~r two factors. First, there must be sufficient iodine present 
to produce enough titanium iodides to fill the container throurh-
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Figure 11 
Titanium Coatiru: on Stainless Steel hesh 
l!aP'nific.'.::t.tion 100){ 
Etchant i !arbles Reaeent 
(Not completely etched to prevent excessive pitting) 
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out the reaction. And_ secondly, . there must not be a l aree quantity 
of unco: :bined iodine i:.rhich could have a bLnketin;~ or shieldin[ 
effect on the iron surf ace and prevent deposj_tion. ·The latter ~.,~2.s 
illustrated ver;>r well on one of the san.ples fro;·,:, the container 
c=~[.~rgecl 1-d th the greatest omo;,mt of iodine. Part of t,Lis sc?..rnple 
had a verzc satisfc..ctory coating i·rhile the re?·.ainder had no 
distinEuishable coJ.tins~. 
A ti~·:e at teElperature of t1 .. ro hours ·was not nearly enourh 
ti1 ·e for the for:,:.o.tion of :~ corrosion resistant depo:-;it. rrhe 
very thin de~1osi t which did for;,, proved tb.e. t the deposition is 
a :-rad1Jal process and is de1)endent on diffusion rates. An 
ez:r)lnnation of the poor deposit from the eicht hour r1m can 
be based on diffusion also. ::!ith the lone reaction time, the 
iodine becpJne depleted, and the ~-le-:~osi.tcd layer diffused into 
the core of the sample leaving a coating of iron-titaniui.u alloy 
of lower corrosion resistance. 
The ori,s:inal. temperature of reaction of lOOOQc- appears to be 
the uinilrmm possible tempera-!~ ure for suitable deposition. The 
two runs raade a.t 900°C proba',Jly fa:Lled for tuo reG.sons; (1) 
because the titanium diiodide 1ms in thf.; li(~u..id stc;.te (titanium 
l? diiodide vaporizes at 102?°C at one atmos~)here of :;ressure), and 
17 Lal·irence L. Quill, editor, ~ Chemistrv ~ Netallurr:v 2£. 
Miscellaneous Na.terials: Thermod":mamics. (New York: Ec:-;rmr-
Hill Book Company, 1950) p. 200. 
( ) · h 1 "'J.he hL~.h 2 because the rate of diffusion was muc ower. ~-
vaporization temperature of the titanium diiodide is probnbly 
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c.:,lso the c2use of vnri<.1.tion in the results of so~·:e supposedly 
sinLi.lar runs at 1000°. Certain1::-, enou.~.h variaU.on in temperature 
and pressure from one run.to ,~mother existed for tt to have soLe 
e.f:f'ect. The only cha:nr:e observ,;d at the higher tern~~ierat'.urc 
',,'";:s an increase in the thiclmess of the diffusion layer which 
logically follov-.rs :Crom the higher diffusion rates encountered 
at that teDlperature. 
The presence of two of the compounds found by X-ray di.ffrac-
tion requires explanation. The titanium D1onoYJ.de in the residues 
is the result of the reaction of the titaniwn with the oxygen 
le.:'.:t in the containers by L.vicornplete evacuation. Apparently, 
the ox:r:;en is prevented fro1.1 interferj_ng with the deposition 
process b:r this reaction. The titanium tetrD.iodide found on the 
walls of the retort was t11e r2mtlt of the di:.:;~8ro·:1ortionation 
of the titanium diiodide upon cooling. 
'11he effect of i~he coc-~ting reaction on the microstructure of 
the inrot iron is rather easily explained b;;r stud.yin;'; the effects 
of +.he diffusion of the titanimn into the in::ot iron. 1-'·,'hen the 
;J2.m1 'le is brourht up to the treatinc tem!Jera.ture, recryst<}lliz::,tion 
and ;-rain C'.roi:rth of U18 inr;ot iron occm·s. '11he result -i '1, · structure 
is comnosed of larr:e equia.xed {Tains of relativel~r pure r·c:v :.ia iron. 
As the titanil.1111 is derosited and begins to diffuse into the core 
o.f ~.he SC'Jil})le, the solubility of titaniurr1 in r;·ari1J:let iron (less thei.n 
· • 1- .1- )
18 
· ' c' ' i l ···r .. -· n" O. '(, at tlns -,Je ·;JeraL,ure is e.xceeoe t arc . , d.1.. ..;i of 
18 Letals Handbook (Cleveland: 1G.1crici1n 3ociet~r for Letals, 1948) 
p. 1219. 
titaniurn alloy are nucleated. As the diffusion of the titc::.niur!'. 
proceeds into the ingot iron, these alnha grains ~r crH-· in a coJ umnar 
fashion ai,·my fron: the surf ace arrl if sufficient ti taniu;;i is 
depof:>i ted to extend the diffusion c:radient to the center of the 
se:t.r;P:Jle, all of' i,he ori!,,inal equiaxed r:ar1ri.a grains are tra.nsf ·-..rr!re .. i 
at the re;:]ction temperature. If less titanium is deposited, 
the equiaxed z:·armn.a iron prains= !"'~ning~ arc trans~ormed~ upon 
coolinE to the equiaxed alpha 2:r2 . ..; ns. obser '.U.!lL" in the ccr: c;:; jf 
the se:urLples vd. th the thinner coatings. 
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C • ZIW.O llli 
The main source of error ·was in the evaluation of the results. 
For exOJTl!)le, althou;-h the filar rilicrorr.eter eyepiece is :_ccurate 
to L1J:·,ro:;r~r1B.tely 0.00001 inch, the accuracy to iJhich it can be 
used by the hur:an eye is much less, probi.;Jiy more in the order of 
0.0001 inch. Add to this the difficulty· of preparing the meta,llo-
;--rap!1ic sample in a m.anner so a.s to retain' the ori2inal thickness 
of the coating, and it is ver~.r evident th[.it this method of t.hickness 
neasurerr;ent is ver;r unsatisf acto~r. The corrosion test vd. th its 
estimated amounts of attack is c:"lso rather inaccurate except 
as an indi(;ation of positive corrosion. resistance when no attack 
was observed. 
The more important items which should receive further 
study are: (1) the use of dividers in the containers ·L1. th 
smaller sm·f ace area and off er~Ln;~~ less resistance to the 
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free passage of the pases, (2) the reuse of the re.:ictc:.nts, (3) 
the use of impure titanilun, (4) less cleaninc of the srunples, 
(5) the effect of higher.temperatures, (6) better methods of 
eva.luation, (7) composition of !'esidues., and- (8) forced circula-
tion of the reactirg gases. 
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COHCLUSIONS 
The following conclusions were reached in this work: 
1. 'l'i tanium can be de posited on ingot iron by the gaseous 
reaction of its iodides with the ingot iron. 
2. The deposition process proceed to a large extent by 
the replacement of the iron by the tit:uiium. 
3. A critical amount of iodine is required which is 
sufficient to maintain a sunply of titanium iodides through-
out the reaction, but not enough to allow an excess of uncom-
bined iodine which could shield tl1e samples and prevent deposition. 
4. A reaction time of four hours at a temperature of 
1000°C or higher is required to produce corrosion-resistant 
coatings. 
5. Contact of the samples 1'vith the titanium in the re-
action mass produces undesirable, rough surfaced deposits. 
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.After establishing the fact that titanimn coati.n;~s could 
be produced bv the rel.tct.ion of iodine c:-..nd titanium on incot 
. u 0 
iron in a number of prelrniinary runs, some of the variables of 
the reaction were studied• A suitable container for the re,'.:!Ction 
was rnade from a 1 1/2' 1 pipe nipple with caps on each end and 
porcelain dividers inside to separate the reactants from the 
S<;mples of inL:ot iron. Using this container Hi.th a constant 
amount of 40 grcJns of titanium sponge, the f ollov:ing values 
were determined for deposition of corrosion resistant coatings: 
1. a.mount of iodine ... 30 t~rarns 
2. time at temperature - 1~ hours 
3. temperature of reaction - 1000°C or hicher 
These values were obtained by vr;rying the amount of iodine from 
20 to 70 grams, the time at temperature frorn 2 to 8 hours and 
the temperature of reaction from 900 to 1100°C. and evaluatine 
the qualities of thickness of deposit, weight chanr;e, corrosion 
resistance, and surface appearance. Due to the unreliability 
of the thickness me,.i.surer,:ent and ti,e inconsiste.ncy of the 
i::eight chan.~'.e, corrosion resistance and surface a ::ipec.,rance 
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